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This Cinderella didnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t plan on a prince . . .Kat MacTaggart is a girl who has a plan for

everythingÃ¢â‚¬â€•including her holiday ski trip to Monterra with her best friend. Everything is going

according to plan until she finds herself careening out of control down a mountainside and being

rescued by a guy who looks like SupermanÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s hotter Italian cousin. HRH Prince Nico is

intrigued by the woman he saved on the slopes and her refusal to date him. He offers Kat a

dealÃ¢â‚¬â€•let him show her his country and heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll pay her to write articles that will help

MonterraÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s tourism industry. Kat agrees, but given her past and lingering distrust of men,

she has one conditionÃ¢â‚¬â€•absolutely no kissing.Thanks to the claims of a jealous British

noblewoman and the schemes of a meddling paparazzo, KatÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s rule doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t seem

to be a problem at first. But the more Kat gets to know Nico and the people around him, the harder it

is to remember her keep-your-distance plan. Should she stick to it or risk everything for a chance at

happily ever after?
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I am official fan of Sariah Wilson! I love her books! I was excited when I heard about this one a few

months ago and have been anxiously waiting for its release (which is still a little ways off). I won a

copy from  and I had to read it as soon as I got it. I was not disappointed! This was such a fun

escape. Really enjoyable and kept me up way past by bedtime.Kat was such a likable character.

She had a rough childhood, but she made sure not to follow in her parents footsteps. She is

determined to have a better life and to make smart choices. I really respected her for that. Nico was

great as well, I love how he "got" Kat. They have a great connection and it was fun to watch their

relationship grow. The side characters were also a lot of fun and added a lot to the story.I just

thought this was a lot of fun and was hard to put down. In fact, once I started I couldn't put it down.

The romance was great and even though they came from two very different backgrounds, you can

totally see them make it as a couple. I highly recommend this to everyone!ContentRomance: Clean,

mild innuendo and kissingLanguage: None that I rememberViolence: NoneOther: Mild talk of drug

use, in a negative lightReligious: NoneRead Again: Absolutely!

This book can be described as a contemporary royal romance, a fun read if you're looking for a very

simple and uncomplicated love arc. The writing is direct and not too flowery with relate-able inner

monologues and the although the plot isn't inventive it does not fall too terribly into the

cliche.Character development is minimal but each character is very endearing. It's very easy to fall

in love with the prince and his family and the heroine's best friend. Overall, the cast encourages

warm feelings. The male lead is sexy, chivalrous, and sweet--everything a prince should be. The

main character has relate-able insecurities and her past touches on some more serious struggles

without drowning the overall energy of the book.Would recommend.

I know, I know. Not everyone likes reviewers to be gushy, mushy and having a love fest over a

book. It's a book already. Well then, don't continue reading this review. Momentarily the gushing will

begin.I'm putting this in my top 5% of books that I love, and I have read many (we're talking

thousands). This is escapist romance at its best. This is a warm and fuzzy blanket, hot chocolate,

roaring fire, and someone to cuddle with all wrapped up in one (so what if he is watching basketball

while you are reading romance). I loved the characters. I loved those who were loyal and

appropriately hated (I know. My mother always said that was a strong word, but Claire = hated)

those who were naughty.It is a fairy-tale. It isn't necessarily a new plot. (Okay, it's been done

thousands of times) Yet, it will make you smile after a day long on trials and short on ice cream. It



will infiltrate your thoughts hours and days later. It's feel good, simply feel good romance. Thanks

Sariah Wilson.Rating: 5 Humongous stars!!Content: Kissing (serious kissing) drugs featured

negativelySource: Download from

I very much enjoyed Sariah Wilson's The Ugly Stepsister Strikes Back. I helped get this one, Royal

Date, published, by voting for it on 's Kindle Scout, and was rewarded with a free copy prior to its

publication. I was really looking forward to it. I did like it, but not as much as the other one. But that's

just ME! I am not naturally drawn to "he's so hot" and "my ovaries almost burst at his touch" lines

written repeatedly. But I know a lot of readers will eat this stuff up. And that's great as I wish the

author all the success in the world, many times over! This is definitely a modern fairy tale that starts

out quite exciting on a ski slope. Then it turns into a love story about a young lady trying to keep her

promise to herself while being overwhelmed by the attention of the handsome too-good-to-be-true

prince. And princes are supposed to be just that, aren't they. I look forward to the next book to come

from Ms. Wilson.

Royal Date by Sariah Wilson has turned out to be one of my favorite reads of 2015. I started reading

this New Adult, Contemporary Clean Romance and I couldn't put it down. I didn't want to put it

down. The story is just that engaging and clever that you just want to keep reading until the very

end.Main character Kat MacTaggart is smart, beautiful, and has a mind of her own, even despite

her hard background growing up. She has decided that she is done with men, even if they are good

looking and rich. Her first meeting with the handsome Nico is full of witty dialogue that makes you

smile. You also can't help but fall for Prince Nico right along with Kat.Kat,along with her sassy,

southern best friend Lemon end up staying with Nico's family after Kat's skiing accident. I loved how

the author portrayed the royal family from the fictional European country of Monterra. They were not

overly stuffy, but very accepting of the woman who had stolen their elder son's heart. I especially

loved the relationship formed between Kat and Nico's youngest sister.This romance has no sex, but

it does have some heavy sexual tension between Kat and Nico and some drool-worthy kissing

scenes. This is a modern fairy tale that makes you want to believe in romance and happy endings,

but it still takes the whole book for this to happen. It's not all happiness and roses as there is

another story line with Nico's younger sister and a drug problem. It is all handled very well

though.This Cinderella-style Romance is fluffy, has a very hot Prince, and is such a fun, easy read.

If you like a good fairy tale that will sweep you off of your feet, this is the book for you.
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